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“BECAUSE HE LIVES MEDLEY”
“Because He Lives” is a favorite song for many people, and the opening verse 
and chorus should present no difficulty as you begin this arrangement. We  
have added a choral tag beginning in meas. 40, so give this an energetic sound.  
Then this medley continues with the great hymn “O for a Thousand Tongues to 
Sing.” Notice that we have changed the meter from 3/4 to 4/4, and added a  
contemporary setting.  We use the powerful second verse of  “Crown Him with 
Many Crowns” as the third hymn in this medley. It is mostly unison, so sing it 
with power.

“JESUS, MESSIAH”
This title song of the musical is a well-known praise song.  The verses have 
some rhythmic challenge, so spend time working out each phrase. However, 
the chorus is less complex, so work on singing it with strength. Keep the long 
notes strong at the end of each chorus phrase.  After singing with strength 
through the bridge (meas. 46-56), drop the volume for the first part of the 
next chorus, then build it back to full volume in meas. 65.

“BLESSED REDEEMER”
Hymn texts have power, and sometimes adding a new musical setting can  
bring a fresh experience with a hymn.  This new tune is one of the best  
examples I know.  The melody paints the words beautifully, so sing with  
expression. Dynamic contrast is needed throughout, so let your softer  
sections really be tender. On the choruses, a natural rhythmic stress on  
the word “Redeemer” will add some nice color to your choral sound.

“JESUS, I COME MEDLEY”
I grew up singing these wonderful songs about power in the blood of Jesus.  
These are simple arrangements, and should be easy to learn.  This could also 
be a nice selection for inviting the congregation to join.  The medley concludes 
with an Andraé Crouch favorite. Notice that the eighth notes are written as 
equal notes, but the style leans toward more of a “swing” feel where the  
second of the two notes is shorter.  This should feel natural, however.
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“O WHAT LOVE”
This is a new song created especially for this musical.  The text states many 
aspects of God’s love, and allows us to reflect on what this means to us  
personally. Phrasing on both the verses and choruses needs attention. 
Take deep breaths so you can keep the phrases sustained throughout.  
Spend extra time in the modulation measures (meas. 40-42), making sure  
that you do not breathe, and keep the energy sustained all the way to the end.

“SINNER SAVED BY GRACE” 
with “Grace Greater than Our Sin”

This familiar gospel classic is a perfect fit for this part of the musical. Its text 
gives an opportunity for a testimony expression of what God’s grace means in 
our lives. Take a moment to lock in the “triplet feel” pickup notes in meas. 22 
and other similar spots. Make sure all choir members are singing this the same 
way. For the most part, this arrangement should come together quickly.

“CHRIST IS RISEN, HE IS RISEN INDEED!”
Once again, the Gettys provide a wonderful new hymn for Easter.  The  
up-tempo nature of this song will require close attention because it goes  
by quickly! So, break down your rehearsal into small sections, and then start 
adding the sections together. This approach will pay big dividends! Men, be 
careful with your notes in the verses. Each verse begins with the ladies alone, 
and then you join singing a harmony part. However, there are small moves  
between your notes, so rehearse carefully and keep your pitch solid. Part of 
the magic in this song is the rhythmic variety.  Again, I suggest breaking the 
various sections into small parts and digging each one out individually.  When 
you get to the final “He’s alive!” let your sound explode! Be careful to add the 
“v” closing to the word “alive.” 

“BECAUSE HE LIVES MEDLEY (FINALE)”
This will be easy to prepare because the first 90 measures are identical to 
the musical opener.  And then the final portion is a reprise of “Jesus, Messiah.”  
Blessings as you present this musical. May the Lord be honored and your 
church be blessed!
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